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IC* COSMETIC SURGERY

RUIN

TIGHTENING
ULTRA-SOPHISTICATED TECHNIQUES ARE OFFERENTG EXCITING
NON-SURGICAL OPTIONS FORA FIRMER, SMOOTHER COMPLEXION

i le treatments like
Thermage CPT and
Ultheraoy remain
as popular and
effective as ever in

Wh

terms of restoring tan0 and texture to
sagging skin, new technologies are
making a firmer, smoother cam plexien
easier to achieve.
-Skin-tightening technotou has
progressed in leaps and bounds
over the last several years,- says
SvrInc...y plastic and cosmetic surgeon

Dr Mark Kohota. 'Here, we are talking
specifically about the application of
radio-frequency currents to the skin.
The effect of the radio-frefpiency
currents is to heat the collagen,
which shrinks ilinric-r the influence

i.i [a higher] temperature,tusing
significant Akin-tightening.
We find that the greatest benefits
from this treatment are in people
who are not quite ready for a facelift,
hammy tuck or armilift. but would
like to have some improvement in
their skin tone and tightness following
either pregnancy or weight loss or
simply advancing age,'

"[Generally], these treatments take
between .3oi and 45.' minutes, depending

op the area, and they iilvoke
downtime as there are no incisions and
no bruising to get over.' he says-

Eios ReFirme
This smoothing and tightening
technique relies on Elos light therapy
to remodel and rebuild collagen within
the dermis. It is typically used for the
face, neck and deco] letage. The Elos
current, which uses radio-frequency
energy, is delivered into the derrnis
ria a special prohe. The dermis is
heated and collagen is denatured.
It then repairs in a tighter, firmer
way: says Kohout_
The procedure generates /leo SO
it does sting the .skin in a similar
way to sunburn, however. topical
anaesthetic can control the discomfort
to aortic extent. "Results can be seen
immediately in the form of a fresher
visage. It is very effective for sagging,
loose skin on the jowls and neck.
It evens the skin out and refines
lines. Results are said to continuo
to improve for up to six months after

treatment and -collagen naturally builds
up hi the body."

Lice the !mini. 1.

r-lcasuri. results.

Petkoe
'This new treatment La gets facial
wrinkles quickly, with no anaesthesia
and no downtime," says Dr Joseph
Hkeik of All Saint Cosmedical Clinic
iii Mney. IL delivers constant, gradual
enerv to the skin, causing heat to build
up where the skin and fat lmers corne
together. The increasing heat modifies
the collagen bundles deep inside the
skin, causing them to contract, and
stimulating the growth Lit' new
lava.
This results in firmer, tighter skin.
-Pelleve is a great choice for anvone
looking for a non-surgieal solution for
treating wrinkles and the signs of skin
laxity: says Hkeik. First, a protective gel
is applied to the face. No anaesthetic is
used, Si) the patient acts as a guide to
describe the depth of the sensation as
the doctor moves the handpieec across
their face. Patients say they feel a deep,
warming sensation when the doctor IP.
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touches the area being treated with
the Pelleve hn ndpieee. A full facial
treatment typically takes about 45
rninuteN. to an hour.

"Mild swelling and redness may
arra, but this usually goes away
within a few hours to a day," says

Hkeik. 'Many pie see results
unmediatelv after just one Livatment,
with lasting improvement f or up to
six months. Additionai treatments
may improve results, so onnsult your
practitioner For a recommended
number of treatments."
a fuibrace trevirnien

The enerm.
down into du, skin
where skin cells are

firmed, helping fir
heal and sirengTheo
collagen .fibres

Still popular ...

II

most patients can tolerate the treatment
without pain relief. Work can be resumed

'extremeiy effective at lifting and
fi.rming". Ultherapy helps tighten up
sagging skin by using acoustic sound
energy in a hand-held device on she
predetermined sections of the face or

Immediately after treatment, too.

neck_ The energy travels down into the

Patients should see some Immediate
lifting and tightening. with results

skin where cells are formed, helping to

he says. There is pain associated

71-IMMACE (PT

with the procedure and, although

This advanced technology is designed
to lift and tighten the skin using

painkillers can be given. Cussell says

radio-frequency waves. Heat penetrates
deep into he su b-derm is and triggers
coliagen remodelling.
Or Garry Cussell from The Facial

Rejuvenation Clinic In Sydney says
Therrnage CPT ca n be used Orl many

Improving over sato nine months.
Eilperr to pay about $3850.

areas, including the tummy, butrOCk.S,

thighs, arms and neck. This treatment

ULTHERAPY

can irnpmve the strength of skin in any
area that is experiencing thinning or

Dr Warwick Nettie of Sydney's SlIkwood
Medical describes this treatment as

heal and strengthen collagen fibres. After
just one 30- to 40-minute treatment
yiJuII see-effects Instantly, but the best
results are seen in the second to third
month. No downtime is required
Expert repay 5 r000 to $3500, dependirpg
on who( areas ore treoted

More in fa www.a I kaintscosrmmical.com.au www.facralreJuvenation,contau I www.silkwoodmedical.com.au
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